Your Phone Mount Sucks...
Yeah, you read that right. Your phone mount sucks, and here’s why:
1. It blocks your A/C vent or obstructs your view.
2. It bulges out of your phone/dashboard like a hairy mole. h
ttp://www.gifbin.com/981225
3. It drops your phone.
4. It falls down, and always at the worst times.
5. You have to lick it and then stick it to your windshield *bleh*.
Instead, choose the Why Epic magnetic phone mount. It securely attaches to smooth, flat
surfaces using industrialgrade 3M VHB tape. That’s the same tape used in airplanes,
ambulances and street signs; replacing rivets, spot welds and liquid adhesives. Not to mention,
this tape is resistant to heat, UV rays, age, and moisture.
Our magnetic ring uses rareearth magnets that firmly attach to the mount and hold your phone.
And unlike the rest, we use 2 of these superstrong magnets to provide twice the magnetic
strength. This means your phone won’t go flying when you’re racing over speed bumps,
launching off of curbs or swerving to avoid those really slow minivans.
Sure, industrialgrade 3M tape sounds like this smartphone mount will become a permanent
fixture on your dash. But our tape pops off with zero residue, and we include extra for when you
finally get that Tesla 3.
And yeah, you’re worried that our super strong magnets will turn your phone into an expensive
paperweight, but actually smartphones are resistant to magnetic effects (though in rare cases
your compass may behave a little wonky). Consider that your phone’s speakers are made of
magnets, the Apple Watch uses a magnet to charge and hard drives use magnets to read/write
the data stored within.
All in all, we’re confident that your current phone holder isn’t great, and that you will love ours.
No more phones lost in your purse, pocket or dashboard. No more phones dropped under the
gas pedal. And stop licking that suction cup!
If you need any more of an incentive, check out this deal: we’ve dropped the price by nearly
50%. Starting on May 12th, 2016, instead of $18.97, you can buy your own Epic Phone Mount
for only $9.99 with free shipping. But only while supplies last; I’ve set aside 50 units for this
coupon code, and the deal expires at midnight on Saturday, the 21st of May.
Just use the coupon code NewEpic9 in checkout.
Trust us, this is one phone accessory you are going to love.

